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Hiller et al. present a spatially explicit inventory of methane emissions for Switzerland with a critical analysis of uncertainty. The inventory is comprehensive and insightful, and will certainly guide the science for some time to come. I find the analysis to be one of the most rigorous to date and feel that most improvements can be made in communicating uncertainty to the reader and using such a discussion to further highlight critical needs for future research.

My largest scientific questions arise from potential scale-dependencies of the results. A recent manuscript by Zhao and Liu (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gcb.12496/abstract), admittedly from a slightly different topic although likewise related to carbon dynamics, highlights some important insights into scaling issues, as do the maps with the EDGAR comparisons, although embedded within the scaling uncertainties are multiple important differences in accounting methodology.

The information in the top of 15187, that about 90% of methane fluxes are being investigated here, should be highlighted elsewhere like the abstract to make the reader aware of potential biases in the product.

The introduction is two pages long, the methods about 14 pages, and the combined results and discussion section is about 6 pages. This doesn’t leave much room for discussion, in a relative sense. But the measurement, modeling and inventory communities want to know something more about how they can improve understanding of methane flux at the national scale. What sorts of recommendations will be the most fruitful for building realistic national inventories, and what information did you wish that you had when creating this product?

(please note minor usage issues like page 15204 ‘cattle is moved’)
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